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More and more health care service providers are looking for economical alternatives to cut
costs in the businesses. Obviously, buying surgical equipment from a wholesaler would be
the most cost efficient option. Or is it? Buying surgical supplies directly from an online
source is fast becoming a norm rather than an exception. There are, however, certain things
to keep in mind when doing this. Several things may prevent smaller clinics and
practitioners from buying from wholesale distributors. They may not be able to buy the
quantity needed to capture savings or they simply may not have space to store large
inventories of these supplies. Either way, this may present a situation that is not cost
effective. Checkout canadian surgical supplies for more info.
Some purchasing agents
avoid ordering surgical
equipment or supplies
online because of the
possibility they will be of
low quality. Others fear
they may be over-priced.
Again, these are reasonable concerns, but are they always valid? The simple truth is that
buying surgical supplies online is as safe and cost effective as buying wholesale. Buyers can
ensure their interests are protected and that they get the biggest bang for their buck by
educating themselves before they go shopping online. Do you want to learn more? Visit
canadian endoscopy supplies.

These are 4 questions to get answers to when buying surgical equipment online:
- Do they offer trusted brands?
-Can you place initial orders by phone?
-Is the supplier merely a "drop-shipper"?
-Do they offer guarantees?

Look For Trusted Brands
It only stands to reason; when in doubt go with products you already know, use and trust.
Find a vendor that carries the products you want. This is just as important online as off.
Don't settle for less, find a surgical equipment supplier that delivers items you are already
familiar with and trust. Don't compromise the quality of service you provide your clients
with second rate care just to save a few dollars. Find a vendor that carries most popular
brands including those you prefer.

Place Initial Orders By Phone
When shopping for surgical supplies online, it's fine to look through online catalogs or
websites. But when it's time to place an order, especially for the first time with a new
vendor, skip the shopping cart and place the order by phone.
This allows you to use your gut instincts via a one-on-one interaction with a real human
being on the other end. Is their customer service polite and courteous? Is the sales
representative knowledgeable about products and delivery? In general, are you comfortable
doing business with them? It's a reasonable assumption if you are not confident with the
company on the phone, you won't be pleased with their service somewhere down the road.
Why buy into a problem you can see coming in advance?
Cull Out "Drop-shippers" To Maximize Savings
Not to say there is anything wrong with drop-shipping per se, it just adds an extra,
unnecessary mouth to feed your money to. A drop-shipper, simply put, is a middle man
between the actual supplier and the end user of a product. They make a profit on every sale
made for their supplier.Drop-shippers do not keep an inventory of product on-hand. They
take an order from a customer and then place an order with suppliers who in turn ship

directly to the end user. They make their profit in the price difference between cost at
purchase and point of sale. As a buyer, your savings shrink the farther from the
manufacturer you are down the line. Why not buy directly from the supplier yourself?
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As a health care service, you have every
right to expect the very best quality in
service and product to pass along to your
clients. Don't settle for anything less.
Your reputation depends on it. Most
major

brand

manufacturers

carry

guarantees of their own, but your vendor
should equally stand behind their products. Also ensure there is an acceptable return policy
available should the need ever arise.Of course, a certain amount of responsibility falls on
the end user as well. Keep good records of all purchases and file receipts to make sure you
have all the information you need to affect claims against guarantees or returns. Shop
around until you find the highest quality and best prices for surgical supplies and
equipment. Nothing shows clients your dedication to their health care needs like high
quality treatment performed with the best products available. It's what keeps them coming
back and your bottom line in black ink. Have a look at instrumedsurgical.com for more info
on this.

Summary:
Instrumed website deals with the endoscopy and surgical instruments in the Canadian
healthcare market. They hold a Medical Device Establishment License and is ISO certified.
The website mentions every minute details on the products and services offered and also
lists the partners who manufacture innovative products for surgical purposes.
Visit this site to learn more:
http://www.instrumedsurgical.com/index.html

